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This paper contains a graph theoretical gorithm based upon the concept of 
ergodic product of automata, to construct all the finite codes C such that the 
syntactic monoids M(C*) are simple. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A prefix code C over an alphabet A is a non-empty subset C of the free 
monoid A* satisfying CA CAA* =0 (i.e., no word in C is a proper left 
factor of any other word in C). The submonoid C* of A* generated by C is 
then free on the set C. An important ool in the study of combinatorial 
properties of prefix codes is the syntactic monoid M(C*) of C*, that is the 
quotient of A* by the largest congruence for which C* is a union of classes. 
A prefix code C is called an elementary code if M(C*) is a finite simple 
semigroup with an adjoined identity. 
The present paper contains a graph theoretical construction of all the finite 
elementary codes. The idea of this construction is that the state graph of the 
minimal A*-automaton recognizing C*, with C a finite elementary code, can 
be obtained by completing a special type of directed graph which is called a 
team tournament. This algorithm for obtaining all the finite elementary codes 
is simpler than the one given by Perrin (1979) but the underlying ideas are 
the same. 
In Section 2, we recall (with some slight variations) Perrin's basic results 
on the construction of all the finite homogeneous A*-automata with the 
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property that the intersection of all the maximal kernels of the mappings is 
the equality. These results are used in Section 3 in relating team tournaments 
to elementary codes. We also present in Sections 3 and 4 some consequences 
of our construction; in particular we show directly that the finite elementary 
codes are always biprefix (i.e., they also satisfy A*AC~ C=O)  and that 
their Suschkewitsch groups are either primitive or extensions of a primitive 
group by a cyclic group. 
For undefined notions and terminology we refer the reader to Eilenberg 
(1974) or Lallement (1979). 
2. HOMOGENEOUS FINITE AUTOMATA 
Let (M, K) and (I, N) denote the transformation monoids M and N acting 
respectively on K on the left, and on I on the right. Given a mapping 
~0: M × K~ N we denote o(m, k) by m • k, and call ~0 a connecting mapping 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(m • m'k)(m' • k) = mm' • k for every m, m' E M, k E K, 
e M • k = e N for every k ~ K, 
(2.1) 
fm(k) = f (mk)(m • k) for every k C K. (2.2) 
Conditions (2.1) guarantee that (2.2) is indeed an action of M on I x. The 
subautomaton of (M, K)Xo (I, N) generated by the constant functions will 
be called the ergodic product of (M, K) by (I, N) with connecting mapping ~0. 
Given any finite transitive A*-automaton 92 = (S, A*) we define the kernel 
automaton J ,~(92)=(A*,K) of 92 and the (Suschkewitsch) group 
G(92) = (1, G) of 92 as follows: 
(a) ~.r(92) admits as a set of states the set K of all the maximal 
equivalences on S defined by the action of A* on S, that is, r E K if and 
only if there exists wEA*  of minimal rank such that r=Ker  w, or 
equivalently. 
s l - s2modr  iff s lw=s2w.  
The action of A* on K is given by ar = Ker(aw) with w as above, that is 
sl - s2 mod ar iff sla =-- SE a mod r. (2.3) 
where eM and eN are the identities of M and N, respectively. 
The twisted product (M,K)×o ( I ,N) is defined as the transformation 
monoid (I K, M) given by the following action of M on the set I x of all 
mappings of K into I: for every f E I r, m E M, 
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(b) To define G(92) we select a particular minimal image I of 92 and a 
particular maximal equivalence p EK.  The set of all w CA*  such that 
Ker w = p and Im w = I forms a subsemigroup H(p, I)  of A*. Furthermore 
the restriction of any w ~ H(p, I )  to I defines a permutation on 1, and the set 
of all these permutations forms a transitive permutation group (I, G). 
There is a natural definition of a twisted product (A*,K) Xo (1, G); the 
connecting mapping (a:A* X K~ G is defined as follows: 
for every i C 1, w E A*, v E K, i(w * r) is the unique i' E 1 
(2.4) 
such that iw - i' mod r. 
Since I is a minimal image, it is a cross section of any equivalence r ~ K. 
It therefore follows that the mapping w * r is well defined. It remains to 
verify that w * r is an element of G. Letting u E H(p, I)  and v E H(r, 1) be 
two words whose restrictions to I define the identities of the permutation 
groups (I, G) and (I, G~), respectively, we claim that i(w * r )= iuwv for 
every i E L Since Im v =1, iuwv E I; furthermore iuw = iw and iuwv are 
equivalent rood r, for iuwv = iuwv: and r = Kerv. The restriction to I of uwv 
defines an element of G, hence w.  r E G. The verification that ~0 defined 
above satisfies (2.1) is a routine computation, and we omit it. 
Remarks. (1) The twisted product 92 = (M, k) ×o (I, N) may be viewed 
as follows: For each m E M, form the IKI X Igl matrix #(m) whose (mk, k) 
entry is m * k. Let M = t/~(m): m C M} and let _~t act by ordinary matrix 
multiplication on the set of IKI-tuples with entries from I. Then 
__ (iI~l, ASt) is an automaton whose transition monoid is isomorphic to the 
transition monoid of 92. 
(2) Note that the definition of the twisted product (A* ,K)×~ (1, G) 
depends on the choice of a reference set I and a reference quivalence p C K 
(see (b)). It can be shown that a different choice of references leads to 
isomorphic A*-automata. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Given any transitive A*-automaton 92 = (S, A*), there 
is a natural homomorphism a: 92--* Jf(92) ×~ G(92) in the twisted product of 
the kernel automaton of 92 and the group of 92. We have 
Ker a = {(sl, s2) ~ S × S: sl w = sE w for all w E A* of minimal rank}, 
Im a = {f  E IK: there exist i E I, w E A* such that f ( r )  = i(w * r)for all r}. 
Proof For every s E S define a(s) as the function mapping r E K onto 
the unique i E I such that s---i modr.  The verifications that a is an A*- 
automaton homomorphism, and that Ker a = NTer r, are straightforward. A 
function f is in Im a if an only if there exists s C S such that f ( r ) -  s mod r 
for every r E K. Fixing i0 E / ,  there exists w o C A* such that iow = s. From 
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the definition of w 0 * r It follows immediately that f ( r )  = io(W o • T) for every 
zEK.  
If 92 = (S, A*) is any transitive A*-automaton then the subautomaton Im a 
of Proposition 2.1 is the ergodic product ~ of ~XF(92) by G(92). Denoting by 
A* the set of IKI X Ig! matrices described in Remark (1) above, it can be 
shown that the action of A ~-  on F (the set of IKl-tuples of elements of I 
generated by the constant IKI-tuples) is faithful. It follows from 
Proposition 2.1 that if, in addition to being transitive, 92= (S,A*)  has the 
property that O~eK r is the equality, then 92 is isomorphic to ~3, whence the 
transition monoid of 92 is isomorphic to A*. 
An automaton 92 = (S, A*) is called homogeneous if 9.I is transitive and if 
there exists n C N such that all words w CA* of length ~> n define transfor- 
mations of the set S of same rank. The smallest integer n with this property 
is called the depth of 92. If 92 is homogeneous of depth n, then the kernel 
automaton ~(92) is also homogeneous of depth ~< n and the minimal rank of 
~(92) is 1 since for every w EA*  of length>~n, and every maximal 
equivalence z we have wr - -Ker  w. Any transitive A*-automaton having 
minimal rank 1 is called a synchronized automaton. We have: 
PROPOSmON 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent 
(a) 92 = (S,A*) is synchronized and homogeneous of depth <~ n; 
(b) 92 is a homomorphic image of the automaton ~ = (An, A *) whose 
action is given by (ala 2 ... an)a = a2 ... ana for every a~, a CA.  
Proof. Since a homomorphism preserves the properties of being 
synchronized and homogeneous, it is clear that (b) implies (a). To prove (a) 
implies (b) it suffices to take ~p: A n ~ S defined by ~(w) = s, where Sw = {s}. 
In the construction of the twisted product J~'r(92)×oG(92) of a 
homogeneous automaton 92 of depth n, one can use as a reference set I and 
reference kernel p the image and kernel of a n for a fixed letter a C A. Then in 
~(92) = (A*,K) we have ant =p for every r E K, and a * r is an element of 
G independent of r since i(a • z) = ia for every i C 1 and r ~ K. Using this 
remark, in the following theorem we give a construction of homogeneous 
automata from the synchronized ones. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a transitive group of permutations acting on a 
set I on the right, and let (A*,K) be a synchronized automaton, 
homogeneous of depth n. Let ~: A* X K ~ G be a connecting mapping such 
that 
(a) There exists aoEA such that a o ,  k is an element of G 
independent of k. 
(b) The set of all the elements a * k, a C A, k C K, generates G. 
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Then the subautomaton 92 of the twisted product (A*,K)×o(1,  G) 
admitting as set of states the set S = { f  G IK: there exist i E L w E A* such 
that f (k )  = i(w • k) for every k C K} is homogeneous of depth <~ n, and its 
group G(92) is equivalent to G (92 is precisely the ergodic product of (A*, K) 
by (I, G).) 
Proof. We recall that the action of A on S is given by 
fw(k) = f(wk)(w * k) for every f E S, w E A *, k C K. 
1. 92 is transitive. This is proved in two steps: 
1.1. For every f E S, fag is a constant mapping. Indeed, 
fag (k) = f(a~k)(ag • k) 
= f(a~k)(ao * a~-lk)(ao * a~-2k) ... (ao * aok)(ao * k). 
Since (A*, K) is homogeneous of depth n, a~k is independent of k; also (a) 
implies that ao * aiok is independent of k for every i, 0 ~< i < n. Thusfa~ is a 
constant mapping. 
1.2. Given any two constant mappings f~, f j  with values i and j E L 
respectively, let us show that there exists wEA*  such that f~w=f j .  It 
suffices to show that for every g E G there exists w E A* such that w • k = g 
for every k E K because if we take g E G such that ig = j (by transitivity of 
(I ,G) there is such a g) then for the corresponding w we have 
i (w .  k )= ig = j for every k E K. We show first that for any l E K there 
exists u lnA*  such that for every k EK ,  utk= l and u t ,  k=e (e is the 
identity of G): putting k 0 = a~k by the transitivity of (A*, K) there exists 
v E A* such that l = vko; thus va~k = l, and if va~ * k = (v * a~k)(a~ * k) is 
an element of order m in G it suffices to take u t = (rag) m to obtain uk = l 
and u*  k= e. Next, for every aEA we have (aut)k= ak and aut* k= 
(a • utk)(ut * k) = a • I for every k E K. Finally, since G is generated by the 
elements a * l we have for every g E G, g -= (a 1 * ll)(a2 * 12) "'" (at * lt). 
Forming w = (a~utl)(azul2) ... (atul,) we obtain w * k =g for every k E K. 
S being the set of all f ~ /x  such that f = f. w for some w E A*, 1.1 and 
1.2 above show that 92 is transitive. 
2. 92 is homogeneous of depth <~ n. For every w ~ A* of length ~> n and 
for every f@ S, fw(k) = f(wk)(w * k) = f (k , ) (w * k), where {k,} = wK. 
Hence the image of w contains as many elements as there are distinct 
possiblef(k~). Thus rank w = card I and 92 is homogeneous of depth ~< n. 
3. The group of 92. The image of a~ is the set [ of all constant 
mappings f~, i E L The restriction w C A* to [ defines a permutation of [ if 
and only if for every k E K, w * k is the same element g E G andfiw =f j  if 
643/48/1-2 
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and only if ig = j. This shows that the group of 91 is equivalent to G acting 
on L and completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. (a) The maximal equivalences of the automaton 9/ 
constructed in Theorem 2.3 are the equivalences Ker w for all w defining 
transformations of rank 1 on the set K. Thus f, g C S are equivalent modulo 
Orankw=l Ker w if and only i f fw -- gw for all w of rank 1 on K, that is 
fw(k)  = gw(k) for all k C K, w C A*, rank w = 1. 
This is equivalent to f (wk)  = g(wk) for all k E K, w E A*, rank w = 1. Since 
(A*, K) is transitive this implies f = g. Therefore the construction given in 
Theorem 2.3 is that of all (by Proposition 2.1) the homogeneous automata of 
depth ~< n for which O~K r is the equality. 
(b) The kernel automaton ~(91)  is not, in general, isomorphic to 
(A*, K). However there is a natural homomorphism 0: (A* ,K )~ ~-r(9/). We 
define 0 as follows: For every k E K there exists w C A* such that wK = {k}; 
take O(k)= Ker w. It is easily verified that 0 is a well-defined surjective 
automata homomorphism. We have O(k~)= 0(k2) if and only if Ker w 1 = 
Ker w 2 for Wl, w 2 CA* such that wlK= {kl}, w2K= {k2}. But f  g@ S are 
equivalent mod Ker w if and only if f (kl) = g(kl). Hence Ker w 1 = Ker w 2 if 
and only if i(w * k~) = i(w * kz) for every i C L w C A*. Consequently the 
kernel of 0 on K is given by 
k 1 = k 2 if and only if w * k 1 = w * k 2 for all w E A*, 
and this equivalence is not necessarily the equality on K. Thus starting with 
a synchronized automaton (A*, K) of depth n and a transitive permutation 
group (I, G), if we ensure that given k 1 ~ k 2 in K, there exists w C A* such 
that w ,  k I 4: w * k 2, then the automaton 9/ constructed in Theorem 2.3 is 
isomorphic to the ergodic product of ~XF(9/) by G(9/). In this case it is then 
evident hat .9/is also of depth precisely n. 
An automaton (A*, K) is called a reset automaton if it is transitive and if 
for every a E A there exists k E K such that aK = {k}. These are precisely 
the synchronized homogeneous automata of depth 1. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let 9/= (S,A*) be a transitive automaton such that 
(i) sa = s' a for every a E A implies s = s'. 
(ii) The transition monoid M of 92 is completely simple. 
Then 91 is isomorphic to the ergodic product of ~(9 / )  by G(9/). 
Conversely, form the ergodic product ~ of a reset automaton (A*, K) and 
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a transitive permutation group G on a set I with a connecting mapping ~o 
such that 
(a) a o • k is independent of k for some a o CA.  
(b) G is generated by the set of all elements a * k, a C A, k C K. 
(c) a * k = a * k' for every a C A implies k = k'. 
Then ~ satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Proof. Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that Ow~A+ Ker w is the equality. 
Since all w CA + have minimal rank, the direct part follows from 
Proposition 2.1. For the converse, it suffices to show that (c) implies (i). 
Assume fa - - f ' a  for every a CA, that is f (ak)(a • k )=f ' (ak ) (a  • k) for 
every kCK.  Then f (ak )=f ' (ak )  and the transitivity of (A*,K)  gives 
f = f ' .  Note that Condition (c) implies that the transition monoid of c~ is 
precisely generated by the K × K column monomial matrices/l(a), a C A, 
where/~(a) has a * k in column k and row ak (the verification thatfw =fw'  
for every f C S implies/t(w)--/l(w') uses essentially (c)). 
3. TEAM TOURNAMENTS 
In this section we introduce directed graphs leading to the construction of 
all the finite prefix codes C such that M(C*) is a completely simple 
semigroup with 1 adjoined (elementary cddes). 
A team tournament g- is a directed graph consisting of k disjoint sets 
T 1 , T2,..., T k each containing a chain of n - 1 points: T i = {Oil---4" 
i i c2 ~ ' "  ~ e,_l}. The set T i could be viewed as a team of ranked players 
eil, c~ ..... ei,_,, and eil is the captain of that team. The arrows between 
distinct teams obey the following rules: 
(1) ci~Cam implies m4: 1. 
(2) For every i, j, m verifying i :~ j, m 4:1 there exists a unique l ~< m 
such that c I ~ Cam . 
(3) For every i, j, k, m, k, e~ ~ C~m and c~ ~ ~ implies k = m 
(4) The graph does not contain any loops. 
Condition (1) expresses the fact that captains are not defeated by any 
player. Condition (2) indicates that any non captain in a team is defeated by 
exactly one player of a higher or equal rank in each other team, and (3) says 
that a player defeats at most one player of another team. The following 
graphs represent team tournaments: 
18 
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c 2 
3 TEAMS OF 2 PLAYERS 
Note that the empty tournament and the tournaments with one player (no 
arrows) are not excluded in the definition above. 
The arrows between any two teams define partial one-one mappings. We 
define k 2 permutations f0 on the set {0, 1 ..... n - 1 }, called the permutat ions 
o f  the tournament g', as follows 
fu  = 1, 
~j=m 
~j=0 
if c~ --+ d m is in g-, 
if for every m, c~ ~ eim is not in b r. 
Then each permutation fu is non-decreasing in the sense that for every 
l --- 0, 1 ..... n -- 1 My/> l or My = 0. Also for every i, f ,  = (0, 1 ..... n - 1). In 
the first example above we have 
f~2 = (0123) and A1 = (01). 
Conversely given k 2 non-decreasing permutations (k of them being the same 
n-cycle), the corresponding graph, provided it does not contain any loops, is 
a team tournament. 
Any team tournament E" is almost the state graph of an automaton. 
Suppose that all the arrows arriving at a point of T; are labelled by a;. Then 
g fails to be the state graph of an automaton because certain points do not 
have a complete set of arrows emerging from them. Thus we introduce a 
special state denoted by 0, direct all the missing arrows to this point and 
relate 0 to each captain c~ by an arrow labelled a i. We obtain an A*- 
k automaton with A = {a l ,a  2 ..... ak} acting on ((.-)i=~ Tt)U {0}, called the 
automaton of the tournament. For example, using a and b as letters the state 
graph of the first example above is: 
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Cl a c2 o c3 
i ~ El ~ - ~  . 
2 b 2 b 2 
c I c 2 c$ 
Our main result (proved below) is that every finite elementary prefix code 
may be obtained from a team tournament as the set of all words which are 
labels of minimal paths from 0 to 0 and conversely, that every team tour- 
nament gives rise to such a code. The example displayed above gives the 
elementary code 
C = {a4, a3b, a2b2, a2ba2, a2bab, ab3, abab2, ababa2,...}. 
Before undertaking the proof we need the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let C be a finite complete prefix code. Then (3w~+ ker w is 
the equality. In particular, if the minimal automaton 92(C*) accepting C* is 
homogeneous of depth at most 1, the intersection of the maximal kernels is 
the equality. 
Proof Let s o be the initial state of 92(C*). Clearly if s ove sl, So 4: Sz and 
sl--= s2 mod e, then S l -  Sz by the minimality of 92(C*). Suppose therefore 
that s o - s  t rood e, s o 4: s 1, and that k is the length of the longest word in C. 
Since 92(C*) is transitive, C is complete, whence every path in 92(C*) of 
length k or more starting at s o passes through So at least once more. By tran- 
sitivity, SoU = sl for some u E A +. Let w be of minimal ength with SoW = Sl. 
Then the path starting at s o and labelled by w has exactly one occurrence of 
So, namely, the initial one. But SoW = slw =s~ and hence SOW"= s I for all 
n/> 1. It follows that there is a path of arbitrary length in 92(C*) which has 
exactly one occurrence of So, a contradiction. 
We remark that the finiteness of C is essential in the proof of the above as 
the following example shows: Let C* be the stabilizer of s o in the automaton 
92 below: 
Then clearly, this is the minimal automaton of C* but (")w~A+ker w is the 
universal congruence. 
We now prove our main result 
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THEOREM 3.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) C is a finite prefix code such that M(C*) = ~1 with ~, a completely 
simple semigroup. 
(2) C is the set of all words representing minimal paths from 0 to 0 in 
the automaton of a team tournament. 
Furthermore, if these conditions are satisfied, then C is biprefix. 
Proof. (1) implies (2). Assume that C is a finite elementary code. Then 
the minimal automaton ~(C*) recognizing C* is homogeneous of depth ~< 1. 
By Lemma3.1 and Corollary2.4, 9~(C*) is isomorphic to the ergodic 
product of a reset automaton (A*, K) and a transitive permutation group 
(I, G). The set S of states of 2I(C*) is a subset o f /~ .  We assume that 
I - -  {0, 1 ..... n - 1}, and let f0 E S be the state stabilized by C*. Since C is a 
complete code a power of each letter of the alphabet A is in C. Thus in 
particular for al satisfying (a) of Corollary 2.4 foaT =f0 for some m @N. 
But a I • k is the same element of G for every k E K; then f0 is a constant 
mapping since foa~(k)=fo(a~k)(a ~ • k)=fo(kx)g for every kEK.  
Relabelling the elements of I if necessary we may assume that fo is the 
constant function with value 0. Suppose that a 1 * k, written as a product of 
disjoint cycles is 7172 "" 7s, where 71 is the cycle containing 0 (in this 
decomposition we include singleton cycles). Then s = 1, otherwise if i ~ 0 is 
in the support of a cycle 7 distinct from 71, then f~a l=f /v ,  
f/a2=ft~2,...,fiak----fi for some k. Thus for some u, vCA*  we have 
Ua~lkv ~ C for every 2 E N contradicting the finiteness of C. Hence a 1 • k is 
an n-cycle. If we had chosen any other letter of the alphabet as reference we 
would have arrived at the same conclusion proving that for any letter b of 
the alphabet b n is the smallest power of b in C. 
Again relabelling eventually the elements of I we can assume that a 1 * k -- 
(0, 1 ..... n -  1), for every k E K. Thus the successive images of a 1 are the 
constant functions f l , f2 ..... fn-1 which we might denote respectively by 
c~, c2,...,1 Cln-1 and the constant function fo. Note that the action of a 1 on any 
function h is given by hal =f /w i th  i -h (k l )+  l(mod n), where a lK= {kl}. 
Consider a letter a2 E A distinct from al. The successive images of a 2 arefo 
2 2 2 c 2 Note that some of the ci and n -  1 other functions denoted by Cl, c  ..... ~-l- 
may coincide with some of the c). Again the image of any function h under 
a2 depends only on the value h(k2) for k 2 such that a2K= {k2}, since 
ha2(k) = h(a2k)(a2 * k) = h(k2)(a2 * k). For every s = 1, 2,..., n - 1 we let 
is=C2s(kl), js=c2(k2) with i o=Jo=0.  Now js=O(aE*k2) s and thus 
Jo, J l ,  J2,... is the orbit of 0 under a 2 • k 2. If 0(a~ * k2) = 0 for some s < n, 
then fo-foa~2modkera2 . But since a2 has minimal rank it induces a 
bijection on its image, whence fo =foa~2 • Hence a~ ~ C*, contradicting the 
fact that n is the smallest power of a 2 in C. Thus a2 * k2 is again an n-cycle, 
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namely, (J0, J~ ,..., J , -0 .  We may therefore identify the function c~ with the 
with (s, s) for s 1, 2 ..... n 1, and f0 with (0, 0). For ordered pair (is, is), cs = - 
the action of a~ on an ordered pair, the relevant entry in the ordered pair is 
the first one while for a2 it is the second. Thus, for example, (is, js)a~ = 
(i s + 1 rood n, i~ + 1 rood n) while (.~, L)  a2 -- (i,+~, a%+ 1) for 0 ~ s < n - 1. 
We claim that the following inequalities hold: 
(*) Foreverys ,  O<s<n- - l , j s~ is+l , J s~ is+2, . . . , j s<~in_ l .  
To prove this claim assume that i s+t<js ( s+ l~s+l~n-1) .  Then 
( j , , j~)a~ = (is+l,j~+,) and ( is , J , )  a2a~t a = (Js,Js) with d=j~-  i~+t. As 
above, there exist u, v of minimal length such that (0, O)u = Us, J~) and 
(j,, j , )v = (0, 0). Then for every 2 C N, u(a~a~)av ~ C, contradicting 
finiteness of C. It follows then that the inequalities (*) forcej~ to be at most 
= 2andsg: j~_~ thens~<t. Now s+l ,  0<s<n- - l ,  proving that if cla~ e t 
if (1, 1) a2 = (il, j~), then l(a2 * k2) = Jl but 0(a2 * kz) = J l ,  a contradiction. 
Thus e~a2¢c2~. Moreover, since ( i s , i s )a2= (i~+1, J's+l), 0 <s < n -  1, it 
2 follows that each c,, s 4= 1, receives exactly one arrow labelled by a2. Thus 
az defines a partial one-one mapping from {el,e 2~,...,e._~ ,}, to 
{C~, C 22,..., Cn2_ 1 }, where a z is undefined at exactly one point, namely, c. ~J°-,. 
Furthermore, we observe that c~ is not in the image of a2 and that a2 is non- 
2 implies t/> s. By interchanging the decreasing in the sense that c~a: =c  t 
roles of a~ and a 2 in the above, we obtain that al also defines a one-one 
nondecreasing partial mapping from {c~ 2 2 i 1 c  ..... G- ,}  to {e I , , C2 , . . . ,  C n_  }. 
The preceding shows that, if we relabel the set of states of the minimal 
automaton 91(C*) with initial state s o as follows: 
Soa, = el, soa~ = cl ..... Soar- '  --m- cln_l, 
Soa2 = c~, s oa] = c] ..... Soa~- ' = c 2_1, 
then the graph obtained by taking the set ~- C)s~l {c~, e~} as a set of vertices 
and by drawing an arrow from c~ to c~, i , j~  {1, 2} if either e~a~ =c~ or 
cisa2 = ~ satisfies Conditions (1), (2), (3) of a team tournament. Since these 
three conditions involve only two indices i, j at a time they are satisfied for 
any pair i, j, and it remains to show that the graph obtained by taking all the 
letters of A contains no loops. If the graph contains 
then c~'a6a 6 ... aisa 6 = @~, and as above one can show that this contradicts 
the finiteness of C. Thus the graph obtained is a team tournament g-. Since 
foai = c] for every letter ai of the alphabet and c~a~ is undefined only in case 
cJai = fo, the graph of g- with f0 as initial and terminal state recognizes C*. 
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(2) implies (1). This follows immediately from the remark that all the 
letters in the automaton of a team tournament define transformations of the 
same rank n and that for every a, b E A, Im a is a cross section of Ker b. It 
follows that all words of length >/1 define transformations of rank n. The 
last part of Theorem 3.2 is a consequence of the next lemma (extracted from 
Sch/itzenberger, 1961) together with the remark that the state 0 of the 
automaton of a team tournament belongs to Im w for every w E A*. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let  (S, A * ) be a f inite transitive automaton and s o ~ S. The 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) s o~Imwfora l lwEA* .  
(2) For all w E A* the class of  s o mod ker w is a singleton. 
Proof. (1) implies (2). Assume sw=sow.  Taking w' CA* such that 
sww' -- s (by transitivity of (S, A*)) we let n C N be such that (ww')" defines 
an idempotent transformation. We have s (ww' ) "= s = So(WW') ~, and since 
s o E Im(ww')" we get So(WW') ~ = s o, which implies s -- s 0. 
(2) implies (1). For every w E A* let n ~ N be such that w ~ defines an 
idempotent transformation: So w" = (So w ~) w ~ implies So = So w ~, thus 
So ~ Im w. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let  C be a complete prefix rational code, and let s o be 
the state stabilized by C* in any f inite transitive automaton recognizing C*. 
Then C is biprefix i f  and only i f  s o E Im w fo r  all w E A *. 
Proof. Assume s 0E Imw for all wEA*  and uv, vEC* .  Then 
sour = Soy -- s o. By (2) of Lemma 3.3 SoU = s o and u E C*, showing that C 
is suffix. Conversely if C is complete biprefix for every w E A* there exists 
v C A* such that vw ~ C*. It follows that sovw = s o showing s o E Im w. 
It is tempting to believe that the team tournament automaton is the 
ergodic product of a reset automaton (,4, K) (where K is the set of teams and 
ajc i -- J for every a i E A and every team c i) and a group automaton (I, G) 
which is the group of the minimal automaton 92(C*) recognizing C*. That 
this is not the case is shown by the following team tournament: 
c I I I 
2 b 2 b 2 
c I c 2 c 3 
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In this case the kernels of the mappings a and b acting on the set of states of 
the minimal automaton are distinct and thus the ergodic product described 
above is the minimal automaton. However, states c~ and c] are identified in 
the minimal automaton. 
We conclude this section by giving an expression for the generators of the 
group (I, G) in terms of the non-decreasing permutations of the team tour- 
nament. To accomplish this, we first construct an ergodic product as follows: 
Let A = {al, a2,...,ak} , let (S,A) be the minimal automaton of C* and let 
K = {1, 2 ..... k}. Define the reset automaton (A, K) by aij = i and for every s, 
1 <~s<~k, let as .  I=7~ be the group element of (I,G) defined by 
i(a s * l) = i', where ia s =_ i' mod ker a I. Form the ergodic product of (.4, K) 
by (I, G). G is then generated by the k z permutations 71, 1 ~ i ~< k, and if we 
denote by a I the letter whose image and kernel serve as references we have 
71 = (0, 1 ..... n - 1) for every l, 1 ~< l~< k (see proof of Theorem 3.1). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let g- be a team tournament having k teams, and let f~j 
be the k 2 permutations of g-. Then the group G of the elementary code 
defined by g- is generated by the permutations ~ (l <, i , j<.k),  where 
yj = f l i f i J~. l  for every i,j. 
Proof. The function from {1, 2 ..... k} to the set I=  {0, 1,..., n -  1} on 
which G acts can be denoted by k-tuples of elements of I. Starting from the 
k-tuple (0, 0 ..... 0) we claim that the successive images of at are: 
(**) (~ l f~ ~ ..... ~f~,.~ ..... ~ : f~ ..... ~kf~k ~) with t = 1, 2 ..... n -- 1. 
To find the jth component of a~ we must compute 0(a I • j). Let 0(a~ * j)  = I. 
Then 0a~_=/mod Ker a d in °a(C*). Thus e]a:= c~aj. It follows from the 
definition of theftj that % = • .  Hence ~j  =/f l :  and thus l = ~j f~ l .  
On the other hand, when computing the successive images of a,. with the 
use of the permutations y~ we obtain the k-tuples 
***) 
Comparing (**) and (***) we obtain 
0(~i) / - -1~ = ~. f ; ) l  for 1 ~ t ~< n - 1, 1 ~ i, j ~ k. 
In particular, for i =j ,  this gives 
0(~i)' = tf,.,f ~ 1, 
from which we deduce 071 = lftif~.', l fH f~ ' l~ ' i  = 2ruf f '  ..... (t - -  1 ) f i i f l ) l ) ' i  = 
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~, f~ l .  Hence f~.17~ =fHf~l and 71 =f~, fu f~ 1.Concerning 7~ in case i -~j 
we now have 
Oflzfli-xf-,y,,, ~= ~jf~. l  
and since Ofu = 1, we deduce -1 i --1 i --1 tf  li ~)= t fuf  v , and thus 7 )=fu fu f l j  • 
EXAMPLE. 
I I 
2 2 2 2 2 
c I c 2 c 5 c 4 c 5 
The tournament above gives 
( 1234 5)=<0135  ' 
/12= 32540 
f l l  = f22  = (012345) ,  
(011234 55)=(0124), 
f21= 2430 
yl = y~ = (012345), 
y~ =f~zfzlf111= (012345) and 7~ =f12f=f~z ~= (021435). 
The group of the code generated by 711, y~, y~ is isomorphic to PGL(2, 5), the 
2 × 2 projective linear group over Z 5 (cf. Perrin, 1975 p. 85, Chap. IV, 
Sect. IV.2). This group is a primitive subgroup of Y6 isomorphic to 5:5 . To 
obtain the symmetric groups 5:, or the alternating roups ~,  (n odd) it 
suffices to take for flz a two-cycle or a three-cycle. 
Remark 3.6. The algorithm given by Theorem 3.1 gives every 
elementary code on an alphabet A = {al,a 2 ..... an} and each code of this 
type is obtained only once if the labelling of arrows of the team tournaments 
is done in such a way that the indices of the letters of A correspond to the 
team numbers (compare to C~sari's algorithm giving all the finite biprefix 
codes, C~sari, 1972). 
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4. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE PRECEDING CONSTRUCTION 
OF ALL  ELEMENTARY CODES 
In view of the 1-1 correspondence between team tournaments and 
elementary codes, a number of properties of these codes are quite easy to 
establish by graph theoretical methods. For example, connecting two team 
tournaments as indicated below, we obtain a new team tournament 
I I I dl I dE  c I c 2 
2 2 2 
c I c 2 d I d2  
I I I I I 
c] c2 e dl d2  
\ \ /7  ~ \ \  / /  
/ \ / \ 
/ \ / \ 
/ / \ / \ 
• D . -  ~p.~, • 
2 2 2 2 2 
c I c 2 e d I d 2 
T] T 2 T I o T 2 
We shall call the resulting team tournament he product of g-i and ~.  It 
follows immediately from the construction given in Section 3, that the code 
of ~ o ~ above is the product of the codes of g'l and g-2. 
In order to detect whether or not a given team tournament is the product 
of two team tournaments, we imagine the teams placed one above t~ae other 
in a rectangular array so that equally ranked players are in a vertical line. 
Then the team tournament is a product of two tournaments if, roughly 
speaking, by deleting a column of equally ranked players and the arrows 
directed to and from them, the resulting graphs on either side of the deleted 
line are still team tournaments. In this we must bear in mind the empty team 
tournament. Thus for example, the team tournament consisting of two teams 
of one player, which gives rise to the homogeneous code of length two on 
two letters is in fact the product of two empty tournaments. More formally, 
given a team tournament g- consisting of points c~, 1 ~< i ~< k, 1 ~< j ~< n - 1, 
we say 8- has aflag at jo if 
(a) Eitherjo = n -- 1 or for every i, i', 1 ~< i, i' ~< k, e~o~ cO'J0+1 is in g-. 
(b) For every j ~< Jo, i, i' as above, there exists j '  ~< Jo + 1 such that 
c~-~ c~; is in g-. 
We observe that condition (b) merely states that no arrow emanating from 
a point to the left of the j0th column of players crosses that column. This 
implies that every point to the left of the joth column has an arrow issuing 
from it. 
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For example, g- below has two consecutive flags at 3 and 4. 
P 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The set of all elementary codes on an alphabet A, 
under the usual product, forms a free semigroup generated by the codes 
obtained from team tournaments without flags. 
Proof It suffices to observe that the product of two elementary codes 
C1, C 2 given by two tournaments ~1, ~2 is obtained by forming a product 
o ~ of ~ and ~2 as follows: Add one point t t at the end of each team T i 
of ~1; then connect he graph of ~ to the graph of ~2 and complete with 
arrows in such a way that ~ o ~2 admits a flag at t. The code given by 
~1 ° U2 is C 1 C 2. A code C produced by a tournament without flags is clearly 
irreducible. The uniqueness of the decomposition of any code into a product 
of irreducible ones follows from the unambiguity in flag positioning in a 
given tournament. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For every elementary code C there exists a unique 
primitive code P (i.e., P is not a power of any other elementary code) and a 
unique integer n >/1 such that pn = C. 
Proof This follows from the well-known result (Lyndon and Schfitzen- 
berger, 1962) that any word w in a free semigroup is uniquely a power of a 
primitive word. 
In order to discuss congruences on the minimal automaton 9/(C*) with C 
elementary, and the corresponding decompositions of C, we shall study the 
congruences on automata of team tournaments. 
We denote by a the congruence on 91(g-) such that ~l(g-)/a ~- ~(C*). The 
congruences p on 9I(g r )  that produce congruences on ~(C*) by quotients are 
those satisfying a c p. 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  p is a congruence on 9.I(g-) such that the restriction of p 
to each set T iU {0} is the equality, then pc_ a. 
Proof Assume p is not the equality and (c~, 4 )C  p for some i, j, i 4: j. 
• i showing that Suppose that k < l. Then c~ai = c ik+l and thus c~a i = Ck+l 
l = k + 1 (Condition (2) of a team tournament). 
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i °i i c k G)~ -iCk+l 
k+2 
i . . .~ " Similarly from (c~ a j, c~+laj) E p we deduce that c k ~k+l is in g-. But since 
~+~ cannot receive an arrow from C~+l (Condition (4)) it is impossible that 
all the points c2,..., J Ck,J C~+~" receive an arrow from points in Ti,. contradicting 
(2) of the definition of a team tournament. This shows that k =/ ,  and since 
(cikas,c~as)Ep for every asEA we deduce c~,as=c~a s for every a~EA. 
Hence c~ w = ~ w for every w E A +, which implies (c~, ~)  E a. 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.3, any congruence p on ¢/l(g-) such that 
a~p has a non-trivial restriction on at least one set TtU {0}. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let p be a congruence on 9I($'-) whose restriction to at least 
one of the sets Tit..){0} is not the equality. Then there exists an integer d 
dividing n (n - 1 is the number of points in each team of g') such that g- has 
flags at d, 2d,..., n - d, and the portions of g- between consecutive flags are 
identical to the portion g] preceding the first flag. Furthermore, 9.l(g)/p is 
isomorphic to 9/(~), and the automaton induced on the class of O modulo p 
i_4. " is the automaton of the uniform team tournament  ~n/d = {Ok ~k+l :  for all i, 
j and 1 ~k<~n/d-  1}. 
Proof. Since ai acts on TiL){0} as an n-cycle, the restriction of p to 
T i U {0} defines a partition of this set into imprimitivity blocks of the cyclic 
group of order n. Thus for each i, 1 ~< i ~ k, there exists d i such that n = diq i 
for some qi and the class of 0 in T i U {0} consists of 
{0, c i i i 
di' C2di""' C(qi--1)di}" 
J C i C i C i The whole class of 0 modulo p is mapped onto Ai= I 1"~ di+l'~ 2di+l ..... 
Clq,_l,d,+l } by ai; thus in particular {0, c~j, C~d j ..... C~q~_l)d: } are mapped onto 
A i by a i. Since the mapping from TjU {0} to Tit,_) {0} defined by a i induces 
permutations of the subscripts (see definition off~i ), it follows that a i defines 
a 1-1 mapping from the class of 0 in Ts.U {0} into A i. Thus qj~< qi, and 
exchanging the roles of i and j we deduce qi =q j ;  consequently d i = d for 
every i= l ,  2 .... k. The class of 0 modulo p is 
k 
i i i i z = L) {0 = Co, ca, c~d ..... c~_ ,a}  
i - -1  
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and the other classes are obtained by adding successively 1,2 ..... d - 1 to the 
subscripts of the c~'s in the class of 0. The image of d~q_ l~d by a i is one of the 
i c i / Thus by condition (2) of a tournament points Cl, d+l~. . . ,e (q_ l )d+l .  
C{q_l)dai=clq_l)d+ 1. More generally, since a i defines a bijection from 
Tj U {0} to T i U {0} inducing a non-decreasing permutation of the subscipts, 
we have C~aai=Cikd+l for every k=-0, 1 ..... q -1  and gr has flags at 
d, 2d,..., n - d. If g- contains c~-* cJm with 1 ~ l, m ~ d then for every k, 
0 ~ k ~ q - 1, gr also contains Cikd+t ~ ~kd+m because (c I, C~d+, ) E p implies 
(c~aj, i i = ~kd+m" This shows that the portions of 8- Ckd+laj) ~ p, hence Ckd+taj 
between consecutive flags are identical to ~,  and 91(g-)/p ~-9.I(~). The 
automaton induced by 0 on the class of zero Z is obtained by letting the 
monoid Mo(0)= {wEA*: (0w, 0 )Ep} act on Z. Mo(0 ) is generated by a 
prefix code and the generators of this code transform Cikd into d(k+l)d for 
every i, j, and k, 1 ~ k ~ q - 1. This is the automaton of a uniform team 
tournament with n/d -  1 points in each team. 
We recall that for any prefix code C, a congruence 0 on 9I(C*) gives rise 
to a decomposition of the code C: as above the monoid 
Mo(so)= {wEA*: (SoW, So)~ 0} is generated by a prefix code C O and 
C _c Co*; this C is itself a code C o on an alphabet in bijection with C o , we 
write C = C o ® C o and call this a decomposition of C. In case C is a finite 
complete prefix code, any decomposition of C of the form C = E ® D is 
given by a congruence on 9.1(C*) (cf. Perrin, 1975). Hence the preceding 
lemmas give: 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let C be an elementary biprefix code. The only decom- 
positions of C are of the form C = B q @ D = D q. Furthermore the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(I) C is indecomposable. 
(2) C is primitive in the free semigroup of all elementary codes. 
(3) The group of C is a primitive permutation group. 
Proof. Let 0 be a congruence on 9.I(C*) distinct from equality. By 
Theorem 3.2 there exists a team tournament g- whose automaton ~(gr) 
recognizes C*, and there is a congruence p on ~(g-) corresponding to 0 on 
9.I(C*). Letting a be the congruence on 92(g r )  such that 9.1(g-)/a ~ 9.1(C*) we 
have a~ p. By Lemma 4.3, the restriction of p to each set T it.j {0} of gr is 
not the equality. By Lemma 4.4, C decomposes into C = B q ® D, where D is 
the elementary code corresponding to the portion g-1 of gr, and B an alphabet 
in bijection with D (in other words C-=-Dq). The equivalence of (1) and (2) 
follows from Corollary 4.2 and the first part of the present corollary. If C is 
indecomposable then the group of C is primitive (this result is in fact true for 
any complete prefix code; Lallement, 1978, Chap. 8, Corollary4.13). 
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Conversely Lemma4.4 shows that any congruence p on ~l(g-) not the 
equality on at least one team leads to indentical partitions of all the teams, 
showing that the group of °d(g') has an imprimitivity, and this completes the 
proof of the equivalence of (1) and (3). 
We conclude by mentioning the following open problems: 
(1) To characterize the class of primitive groups that appear as groups 
of indecomposable elementary codes (as a preliminary step, one might ask: 
Is there an elementary code admitting as group a primitive group which is 
not a symmetric or an alternating roup?) 
(2) Is there a general algorithm which, for every synchronized 
homogeneous automaton ~ of depth n, gives all the biprefix codes C such 
that °d(C*) is homogeneous of depths< n and has a kernel automaton a
homomorphic mage of ~ .  
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